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SUMMARY
We recorded the voices of six japanese, four American infants, in japan, and
one American infant, in the U.S.A., from birth to fourteen months, and compared
1) articulation developments and 2) speech communication developments of the
three groups.
1) We observed differences in intonation from about one year and differences in
articulation from about one year and two months between japanese and Americans,
both in japan and in the U.S.A., influenced by their parents' language system. 2)
We observed almost the same tendency of speech communication development among
the three groups. At one and two months their response in voice to voice stimuli
developed a little. From about two months their phonation and articulation deve-
loped but their speech communication kept the same developmental level as before.
Their phonation and articulation developed at first in the domain of non-com-
munication utterances. Then they used these voices in expressing their emotions
or in responding to voice stimuli. From about nine months, at first their response
in simple voices to voices and then imitation of their parents' voices developed, and
their evocation with simple voices developed a little. From about one year they
began to use conventional words. From about one year they used their meaning-
less voices in talking and responding to others actively, at first with simple or repeti-
tive-babbling-like voices and then with long complex voices in conversation-like
intonation. From about one year and two months they began to use some con-
ventional words in conversation situation correctly. But sometimes they uttered
same voices as the words when they were playing alone and they used them in
uncorrect situations.
1. INTRODUCTION
In order to make clear the developmental process of speech in childhood, we
recorded voices of six japanese and four American children who were living in
Kyoto, japan, by a tape recorder, analyzed them by the Soundspectrograph, compared
their developmental processes, and devided the prelinguistic period, i.e. from birth
to about one year, into several stages mainly from the viewpoint of the develop-
Sei NAKAZIMA (i=f:t~ ~): Associate Professor, Department of Psychology, University of Kyoto
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ment of articulation mechanism (3). The developmental process of the American
children's speech was influenced not only by their parent's language system but
also by their Japanese maid's and by their Japanese friends' language system
(3).
Last academic year, 1964-65, I was in the Department of Psychology, the Univer-
sity of Illinois, and recorded four American children's voices by a tape recorder,
i.e. a male from six months to one year and three months, a female from one
year and four months to two years and one month, a male from two years and
SIX months to three years and four months, and a female from three years and
six months to four years and two months.
In this article, we are going to 1) compare the developmental process of the
articulation mechanism of the youngest of American children who were living in
the U.S.A. with those of Japanese and American children who were living in
Japan, and 2) make clear the developmental process of the speech acquisition of
the children and the influences of environmental factors, especially of the language
system of their parents, upon the process.
II. PROCEDURES
Subjects (Ss) were three femal and three male Japanese and two female, two
male American who were living in Kyoto, Japan, and one male American who
was living in the U.S.A., shown in Table 1. Their parents' socioecomic statuses
were almost the same, e.g. university professors or something like. We recorded
voices of each subject in its favorite room where it usually spent its playing
time by a tape recorder and described the situations in which it uttered voices
and behaved. We recorded voices when they were with mother or father and
Table 1. Subjects and Recording Condition*
Place where S's Subjects Beginning of OneNationality Recording by Recording
voice was recorded (Sex) Tape Recorder per
E.T. (F) 28 day (0;0,28) 1 Wk.
Y.S. (F) 2 Mos. (0;2) 2 Wks.
Y.N. (F) 1 Mo. (0; 1) 2 Wks.
Japanese Kyoto, Japan H.K. (M) 1 Mo. (0; 1) 2 Wks.
T.T. (M) 7 Mos. (0; 7) 2 Wks.
T.Y. (M) 1 Mo. (0; 1) 2 Wks.
G.M. (F) 3 Mos. (0;3) 2 Wks.
F.P. (F) 6 Mos. (0;6) 2 Wks.
American Kyoto, Japan E.D. (M) 7 Mos. (0;7) 2 Wks.
C.W. (M) 6 Mos. (0;6) 2 Wks.
American Champaign, Illinois, U.S.A. C.C. (M) 6 Mos. (0;6) 2 Wks.
* We could not record regularly, because of S's or recorder's sickness, etc..
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when they were alone, i.e. we were behind a door or something like that. Each
recording took about half an hour. We used two kinds of tape recorder: TEAC
(TD 102, AR 11) for Ss who were living in japan and SONY EM-l for S who
was living in the U.S.A.. The former's overall recording and reproducing charac-
teristic was from 40 cps to 15000 cps ±3 db, the latter's from 100 cps to 7000 cps
±5db, speed 7 1/2 inch/second. We analyzed these voices by the Soundspectro-
graph, wide band, and recorded their overall envelopes by the Amplitude Display
Unit.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
We are going to describe and discuss these eleven Ss' data. But to save space,
we select two Ss, T.Y., a male japanese, and C.C., a male American, and exhibit
their sonagrams, in Fig. 3 and 4, and their case histories in Table 4, 5.
1. The comparison between the developmental process of the articulation
mechanism of C.C., male American, living in the U.S.A., and those of japanese
and Americans, living in japan.
On our last paper, untill about ten months, the Ss, both japanese and Americans,
articulated phonetically most of the sounds which belonged to both japanese and
American English phoneme system, except some round vowels, some semi-vowels,
and some fricatives. But even at one year the Ss' articulation was not correct both
in speaking imitatively and spontaneously, though they pronounced the intonation
of the words fairly correctly (3).
In some cases of japanese, Dr. Murai found that vowel-like voices developed
from the middle to the front on one side and from the middle to the back on
the other side, i.e. from the relaxed to the tense, and that consonant-like voices
developed at first from those articulated by the back of the tongue, next from
those by the lips to those by the front of the tongue then to those by the back
of the tongue again (1). On our last paper, we obtained the same tendency in
both cases of japanese and Americans (3).
As shown in Fig. 4 and Table 5, C.C. showed the same tendency of vowel-like
voice development and of consonant-like development as that found by Dr. Murai.
Sometimes C.C. uttered [u]-like voices. As stated, voices described in Table
4, 5 and in Fig. 3, 4 were not the same as those described by phonetic symbols
but only roughly similar to them. These [u]-like voices were something between
middle vowels and back vowels with relaxed articulation organs. They were not
differentiated to be [u], a round back vowel. Therefore, when his articulation
organs became more tense, these [u]-like voices seemed to become [ur]-like voices,
flat back vowels. lui, one of five japanese vowels, is phonetically described as [ill].
Even at about one year, Americans, in japan, articulated [ill]-like voices instead
of [v] or [u] (3). Untill about one year we did not observe any meaningful dif-
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ferences among articulations of japanese, Americans in japan, and American in
the U.S.A..
At eleven months T.Y. uttered [hahaha]-like voices in a conversation situation.
C.C., at thirteen months, uttered [h5h5]-like voices in a conversation situation, too.
C.C. uttered these voices with the same rising intonation as in a conventional way.
[hahaha] is one kind of onomatopoetic laughing sounds and is uttered in monotone.
Once T.Y. imitated mother's [hahaha] and then he uttered these sounds in mcno-
tone. Thugh japanese do not use [hahaha] in a conversation situation, we can
say he pronounced their intonation correctly. On our last paper the difference in
intonation between japanese and Americans, influenced by parents' system, was
observed from about one year, too (3).
At twelve months T.Y. uttered [c]-like voices. Imitating parents' "shoes", C.C.
uttered a [c]-like voice at thirteen months and m-like voices at fourteen months.
[c] is articulated with flat lips, mwith round protruded lips. Their sonagrams
are different, Fig. 3.50, 3.51, 4.50, 4.55, and (2). To pronounce m requires more
differentiated articulation organs than to pronounce [c]. In japanese phoneme
system we do not have IV. This is the first evidence of articulation differences
influenced by parents' language system. On our last article, a female japanese
uttered m-like voices at ten months imitating mother's m. But as we stated, when
an infant articulates a [c]-like voice with an effort it may turn into a m-like voice
by chance (3). In T.Y.'s and C.C.'s cases we observed the articulation difference
rather constantly. We think this kind of articulation differences appear from about
ten months rather by chance, from about fourteen months rather constantly.
We will describe further developmental process of phonemicization on our
next paper.
2. The Developmental Process of the Aquisition of Speech.
In order to make clear the developmental process of the aquisition of speech
III childhood, we would like to classify utterances as follows;
Utterances
I. Non-crying Utterances
I) Communication Utterances: Utterances which are uttered in communica-
tion situations.
1. Voice Responses to Voices: Responces in voice to other person's voice
stimli.
1) Using words: Responses in VOIce to other's voice stimuli using words
in a conventional way, excluding imitation.
2) Imitation: Imitation resposes in voice to other's voice stimuli, including
meaningless voices and conventional words.
3) Others: Other responses in meaningless voice to other's voice stimuli.
2. Spontaneous Utterances: Spontaneous uses of voice to other persons.
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1) Naming: To utter the name of objects or situations using words III
a conventional way to other persons spontaneously.
2) Evocation: To evoke other persons with voice, including meaningless
voices and conventional words.
3) Other: Other spontaneous uses of meaningless VOIce to other persons,
e.g. asking food etc..
II) Non-communication Utterances: Utterances which are uttered in non-
communication situations, i.e. without any direct relations from and to
other persons.
II. Crying.
o-----<J Communication Utterances, when with M, F.
*D---O Non-communication Utterances, when with M, F.
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Fig.!. The Developmental Process of Communication Utterances of T.Y..
M : mother F: father Refer to Table 2.



















Fig. 2. The Developmental Process of Communication Utterances of C.C..
Refer to Table 3.
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We recorded the Ss' voices in various situations; in one situation for about
ten minutes. We counted the number of utterances without any considerations
about the duration of utterances. We show the average number of utterances for
ten minutes in various situations according to the classification in Table 2,3, and
Fig. 1, 2. Ss: T.Y. and C.C.
As stated, on our last paper (3) we devided the prelinguistic period, i.e. from
birth to about one year, into several stages mainly from the viewpoint of the
development of articulation mechanism. We would like to describe the process
of the aquisition of speech along the stages.
1st Stage: From birth to the time of the beginning of the non-crying ut-
terance, i.e. from birth to about one month. The voices produced by the Ss were
crying. They cried when they were in a state of discomfort. When they cried
their mother came to them to take away the causes of their discomfort. When
their needs were satisfied they stopped crying. We supposed that the schema*2 of
evocation, i.e. the schema of using voices to evoke other persons, developed by
crying from this stage on (3).
2nd Stage: The beginning of the phonation of the non-crying utterance; at
about one month. The Ss began to produce non-crying calm voices mainly with
the vibration of the vocal cords (3). We think that the schema*2 of phonation,
Le. the schema of producing non-crying voices spontaneously mainly by the vocal
chords, is one kind of hereditary organic actions and it developes from this stage
on. Even at this stage the Ss responded in voice to voice stimuli. The Ss responded
only when they were in a state of comfort and in a face to face situation with some-
one talking to them, but not always. In this situation they not only responded in
voice to voice but also uttered non-crying voices. We did not find any differences
between the voices they responded to voice and those they uttered spontaneously.
We are not sure wether they responded in voice to voice actively or they were
stimulated to utter these voices by someone's voice. We suppose the latter may
be true. Sometimes they continued to utter after responded in voice. We suppose
that the schema*2 of response in voice may be one kind of hereditary organic
reactions, but not differentiated at this stage.
At this stage the Ss uttered non-communication voices actively. In some cases
they uttered this kind of voices more frequently when they were alone than when
with someone and in other cases they uttered more frequently when with someone
than alone. T.Y. uttered more frequently when in the crib with mother
or father than when in father's arms. We would like to say that they uttered
non-communication voices more frequently when they were in the situation, in
which they had spent longer part of their time and had become more familiar,
than in any other situations.
3rd Stage: The development of articulation; about two to five months.
*2 We use the term "schema" according to J. Piaget's definition (4), (5).
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Gradually the Ss' articulation mechanism developed through this stage (3). Of
course, articulation, the modification of phonated voices by articulation organs,
can not be separated from phonation. As a matter of fact, the Ss began to modify
their voices a couple of weeks after they began to phonate. Therefore from this
stage on we would like to consider phonation and articulation to be one schema
as a whole. We think the schema of phonation and articulation developes from
this stage on.
At two months the Ss' voice responses to voice seemed to become more stable.
But after three months, the Ss seemed to respond in voice to voice less frequently
than at two months, though we did not get any significant differences between the
number of this kind of responses at two months and that at three months. Why
this kind of responses did not develop from three months on? We would like to
say that the most important characteristic of speech development at this stage is
the development of articulartion. The Ss seemed to be practicing their articulation
organs intensively, based on the maturation of their articulation organs, with little
considerations how to use their voices in communication situations. They not
only uttered voices in various ways, e.g. changing pitch, changing articulation,
changing the duration of one phonation, etc., but also repeated opening and closing
their mouth or putting their tongue in and out without utterance.
Why did not they use their voices in communication situation? Speech is
considered to be one of the most important means of communication. There is
no theory which can explain this kind of autistic feature of the speech at the so-
called babbling period. We are not interested in defining the period of babbling.
We would like to say that the non-crying utterance at this stage, especially from
three months, can be considered as one of Piaget's socalled secondary circular re-
actions (4), (5). According to Piaget, between three and six months, usually from
about four and a half months, is the third sensorimotor stage: the stage of the
secondary circular reactions. The circular reaction which affects infant's body
itself is given the name primary circular reaction, whereas thenceforward it is
applied to external objects. This behavior affecting objects is called the secondary
circular reaction, although these are not yet by any means concieved as substances
by the infant. The secondary circular reaction occurs in an early form in the
structures characteristic of simple habits. These are independent items of beha-
vior, which are repeated as wholes without any pre-established goal and affected
by chance circumstances occurring during the process (5).
Almost always the Ss repeated uttering non-crying voices without any com-
munication functions. But this kind of autistic characteristic, i.e. without any
pre-established goal, is rather common to various behavior patterns at this age level,
as Piaget stated. We suppose that sounds produced by infants correspond to ex-
ternal objects which are affected by the secondary circular reactions. Infants
produce sonds and the sounds stimulate infants to produce sounds. At the stage
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of the secondary circular reactions this kind of feed back system is more function-
ing than at the stage of primary circular reactions which afect infant's body itself,
we suppose. This is the reason that the Ss seemed to respond in voice to voice less
frequently after three months than at two months. We suppose that the schema
of response in voice to voice developes by practice at one and two months a little,
and after three months the schema of phonation and articulation developes rather
intensively as one of the secondary circular reactions in the demain of non-com-
munication utterances and the schema of response in voice to voice does not develop.
Especially at the latter part of the third stage, i.e. at about four and five months,
the Ss seemed to utter non-communication voices more frequently when they were
alone, especially when in their own crib, than when with someone. We think that
it occured partly because their secondary circular reactions developed much at this
time and partly because they were fond of playing with someone or looking at
new objects when they were with someone, based on the development of their
cognition and motor skill.
As shown in Table 4 and Fig. 3, T.Y. uttered more variationful voices when
he was alone, and uttered more simple voices in expressing their emotions and in
responding to voice. We think that the Ss' articulation mechanism developes at
first in the domain of the non-communication utterances and. that then the Ss use
it in expression and in communication. At this stage, expression does not mean
communication, and expression in voice is one part of undifferentiated bodily ex-
pression as a whole. We think the schema of using voices in expression began to
differentiate from this stage.
4th Stage: Repetitive babbling; about six to eight months. The Ss' articula-
tion mechanism developed further. They repeated some similar articulations rhyth-
mically (3).
We think the basic tendency of the speech development at the third stage,
especially from three months, developes further through this stage. Sometimes
the Ss used voices for asking, e.g. asking foods when they were eating, and for
evocation. We do not think their asking in voice was differentiated from their
bodily emotional expression as a whole. As a matter of fact it was very difficult
to distinguish these voices from crying. Some of the Ss uttered voices when they
found their father or mother enter their room. We think the utterance is rather
undifferentiated one consisting of some kind of expression of happiness, finding
their parents, and some kind of evocation.
5th Stage: The decrease in the repetitive babbling and the development of
prelinguistic communication in voice; about nine months to one year. The Ss
tended to devide one long repetitive babbling into several pieces. Their response
in voice and evocation to others developed (3).
At first response in meaningless voice to others' voice, then imitation in voice
developed through this stage. The Ss' talking to others did not develop much. We
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did not find any significant differences between the number of non-communica-
tion utterances when the Ss were with someone and that when alone. In some
cases the number of non-communication utterances when they were alone decreased.
In many cases the number of crying decreased, too. As shown in Table 2,4, Fig.
3, in some cases they seemed to imitate their parents' word and uttered repetitive
babblings, which were modified by the word spoken by their parents. When they
were playing alone sometimes they uttered repetitive babblings actively. After
they tried to imitate their father's or mother's word, they played alone and uttered
repetitive babblings, articulation of which was similar to that of the word.
According to Piaget, from eight or ten months to about one year is the fourth
sensorimotor stage: the stage of the co-ordination of the secondary circular reac-
tions and their application to new situations. The schemata constructed by
secondary reactions during the previous stage become susceptible of co-operation
among themselves, some serving as means and others setting a goal for action (4),
(5).
We think that at the fifth stage the Ss co-ordinated schemata; the schema of
phonation and articulation, the schema of response in voice to voice, the schema
of evocation, and the schema of using voices in expression; and they applied them
to communication situation. After the schema of phonation and articulation
reached at its peak in the stage of the secondary circular reaction, the schema of
voice response to voice, which did not develop much by that time, developed.
Imitations of other person's speech can be considered as the co-ordination of the
schema of response in voice to voice and the schema of phonation and articulation,
at this stage. The Ss' spontaneous utterances to other person can be considered
as the co-ordination of the schema of phonation and articulation, the schema of
evocation and the schema of using voices in expression.
On the other hand, the organization of the Ss' cognition of external voice
stimuli refering to certain behaviors or to certain objects developed especially
through this stage (3).
6th Stage: The development of phonemicization, i.e. phoneme-systematiza-
tion; from about one year (3).
Some of the Ss began to use conventional words from eleven months, some
from thirteen months, not only imitatively but also spontaneously. Even at about
one year, their articulation was not correct.
The Ss used their voices in conversation-like situation actively, not only in
response to voice but also in talk to others. As shown in Table 4, 5, and Fig. 3,
4, they talked to their family members with meaningless voices, i.e. at first with
repetitive-babbling-like voices or simple ones, then with rather long complex voices in
almost the same intonation as that of sentences used in a conventional conversation.
It is considered that they were talking about something to their family members in
their own way. Sometimes family members could understand what they were
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talking with the help of their understanding of the situation, sometimes could not.
At about fourteen months they used some conventional words in a conversation
situation, though their articulation was not correct. They used a certain word,
exactly speaking word-like voices, i.e. somewhat different articulations from time to
time, not only in a correct situation but also in a uncorrect situation, e.g. C.C. said
"light" pointing at the light and also said it when he was expected to say "shoes",
and they uttered the word-like voices even when they were playing alone, too.
They imitated their parents' voices not only when they were asked to imitate
the voices by their parents but also when their" parents were talking to them with-
out asking to imitate, e.g. C.C. tried to imitate the sentence "I love you" which
was talked to him by his mother. When they were playing alone with their
parents nearby, they picked up some words of sentencies spoken by their parents
in a conversation with other adults and imitated the words. Their meaningless
voices' articulation was influenced by their parents' voices, e.g. T .Y. uttered [d<;Itd:]-
like voice when he was talked by his father "Newspaper? [<;iNbtUNwa]". Even
after they began to speak conventional words rather constantly, their articulation
was modified by their parents' voice, e.g. T.Y.'s "bow wow [waNwa]" was modified
to [tUj;rrnjd] by father's "ear [mimi]".
According to Piaget, from about one year to one year and three or four
months is the fifth sensorimotor stage: the stage of the tertiary circular reaction
and the discovery of new means through active experimentation. The innovation
has an interest of its own, and this certainly implies stock of schemata for com-
parisons to be possible and for the new fact to be sufficiently like the known one
to be interesting and sufficiently different to avoid satiation. Circular reaction
will consist of a reproduction of the new phenomenon, but with variations and
active experimentation that are intended precisely to extract from it its new pos-
sibilities. This reproductive assimilation with differentiated and intentional ac-
comdation may be called the tertiary circular reaction. In this way, a series of
responses grows up which everybody admits as having the character of intelli-
gence (4), (5).
We think the Ss' speech behavior at the sixth stage can be considered as one
of the tertiary circular reactions. Based on the maturation of articulation organs
they could get new articulation utterances by imitation. They assimilated the
new articulation utterances reproductively in various ways actively, e.g. T.Y.'s
[hahaha]-like voices and C.C.'s light-like voices.
The schema of using voices in expression differetiated from the bodily emo-
tional expression further. On the other hand, the organization of the Ss' cogni-
tion of their environment developed much. It can be considered that they under-
stood the situation and what their parents said and they experessed their needs,
their ideas, etc., uttering meaningless voices. Based on the development of their
cognition of external voice stimuli, they began to use conventional words.
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We will describe further development of their speech communication on our
next paper.
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Table 2. The Developmental Process of Communication Utterances of T.Y., a Male Japanese.
The Figure shows the average number of utterances for ten minutes. Refer to Fig. 1.
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alone, after eating.
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7 5 12 0 12
6 6 12 1*7 2 11*8 14 26
7 5 12 1*10 7 8 20
3 6 9 3 9*11 12 21
6 5 14 3 3 17I 3*12
I
In the living room,
with M, F.
In the living room,
with M, F.
In the Ii ving room,
with M, F.
In the living room,
with M, F.
In the living room,
with M, F.
*1 Excluding imitation.
*2 S seemed to ask F to continue making S's hands wave.
*3 S was thirsty and sleepy.
*4 S's diaper was wet.
*5 Asking food.
*6 Including eleven bowwow-[W:lNw.lN]-like ones.
*7 S found a dog's picture in his book and uttered [rna:] instead of bowwow [waNwaN].
*8 Talking to someone uttering hahaha-like ones and other meaningless voices.
*9 Including five hahaha-like ones.
*10 When S's diaper got wet S uttered [v].
*11 Talking to M, F uttering meaningless voices.
*12 Bowwow [waNwaN] and streetcar [tYINtYIN].







Table 3. The Deevelopmental Prcce3s of Communication Utterances of C.C., a Male American.
The Figure shows the average number of utterances for ten minutes. Refer to Fig. 2.





Recording Situtation Voice Responses to Voice Spontaneous Utterances I communication CryingCA
Total I Utterances
I Using*l/ I Others I Tota~ Naming IEvocation I Others ITotalWords Imitation
---
4th In the living room, I
with M, while eating. 2 2 I 82*2 83 85 0 41 *2
0;6 1In the crib, alone,
after eating. - 102 5
In the living room,
0; 7 with M, F. 0 0 0 18 43
-!-
Alone in the crib. - 102 11
In the living room,
0;8 with M, F. 1 1 0 1 10 0
-!-
Alone in the crib. - 68 2
5th
~~---
In the living room,
0;9 with M, F. 15 15 1 1 16 21 0
Alone in the crib. - 20 10
In the living room,
0; 10 with M, F. 17*3 2 19 0 19 18 0
Alone in the crib. - 30 3
6th In the living room,
0; 11 with M, F. 5 5 10 1*4 1 11 25 0
Alone in the crib. - 32 0
1 ; 0 In the living room, 2 10 12 2*5 2 14 35*6 0with M, F.
1 ; 1 In the living room, 15*7 5 2 22 0 22 37*8 3
with M, F.




*3 Mostly imitations of M's lip vibration by finger.
*4 S looked at M go out of the house by her car and shouted [ma:c;ce] instead of [mama:].
*5 Talking to M, uttering meaningless voices.
*6 Including six OK-like ones.
*7 Humhum.-like ones.
*8 Including thirteen humhum-like ones.
*9 Light.
*10 S pointed at the light and uttered two times.
*11 Hi.
*12 Including eight light-like ones.
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Table 4. The Speech Development of T.Y., a male Japanese.






When S was talked












0; 2 S's utterance, when
he was alone,
became active.
Calm voice, alone in [0;:1:;:1]
bed.
S seemed to ask F to [!;:I!;:I]
continue making S's
hands wave.




























[w:ka]*2 in low I.
Utterances," while
alone, increased.








While eating, S asked




When F entered S's
room S looked at him




and was stopped by








While eating, S was
not only uttering but
also tapping the table
wtih his hand, moving
his body, etc..
*1 These voices are not the same as those described by phonetic symbols but only roughly
similar to them. Refer to their sonagrams, in Fig. 3.
*2 [Wi], [w:kw:] are imitation of S's utterance at this stage.
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[u:] When S was playing
alone pleasantly with
F nearby, S responded
to F's "Hey" [kofja].
5th
0;9 [;}] Response to M,
calling his name.
Conversation-like
responses to M and F;
M : "You say
bowwow [waNwaN]."
[m;}]
S tried to take the
microphone into his
mouth. F : "It is
dirty".
[bur]
When S was playing [;}tC;}tC;}tC;}tC;}]
I
alone with F nearby,
S uttered.
0; 10 Imitation-like S waved his hand
responses; responding to F's or
[de] to F's "No" [mem M's "Byebye".
memmemme].
[re] } to F's or M's[<e <e] "Bowwow"
[burbabababa] [waNwaN].
[bawaawa] (S responded a
[wa] couple of times.)
[J3a] to F's [pal.
When S was playing [bababa]
I
S stopped when he
alone with F or M [gaururwaurwa] heard M's "No!"
nearby, S uttered. [ur:waurwa]
6th
0; 11 [ahaha]*3 Response toM's
"Say hahahaha*4".
After a while, S took [hahaha]*3
a piece of toy block
and uttered,
S looked at M and [hahaha]*3
uttered,
S looked at aunt [aha]*3
and uttered.
M showed a book to
S and opened. S
uttered. [hahha]*3
S seemed to ask her [;}b;}IjaljaId~eI]
to open the next page
uttering babbling-like
meaningless voices.
After M opened the [haha]*3
next page S uttered.
S found a dog's pic- [rna:] F asked: "Which one
ture in the book and is a bowwow ?" S
uttered. pointed at a dog's
I [wamwa] Response to F's "Say picture in the book.bowwow" [waNwaN-
wa].
*3 Each in monotone.
*4 hahahaha, in monotone, is one kind of laughing sounds.
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When S's diaper got [e:]
wet S uttered. Every
time S was on his
stool for bladder
training M said [e].
[e:]
After that, S uttered [e:]






S looked at M and
uttered,
then to F, and so on.
These were meaning-
less voices. S seemed
to be talking to M
and F alternately.
S looked at Nand
uttered.
S went to F and
uttered.
[btea ko] First imitation of F's
[kofekofeka]*5,
[a:b:tea koe] second imitation,





After Sand M were
at M's parents' home
for a couple of
S uttered 'papa' only








M told .to N : "He
utters 'papa' all day












F showed a dog pic-
ture to S and asked :
"What is this?"
"What is this?"
*5 [kofe] means "this".
*6 [tciNtciN] means "streetcar" in Japanese baby-talk.
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"Which one is my
ear [mimi]?"
S pointed at F's ear
and uttered.
Table 5. The Speech Development of C.C., a male American.














seemed to ask more



























When M entered his [ee]
room S looked at her
and shouted, in high
pitch.
0; 7",- Front-vowel-like [aIaIe]
0;8 voices, [eIeI]
back-vowel-like voice, [till]
consonant-like voices [cern btub· .. ]
by lips, [avem:b· .. ]
by tip of tongue, [till]
by back of tongue. [~o~o~o]
When S was playing [0:]
with M, S uttered.
•
[huge]
S tried to crawl, but [re:]













S was crawling. M:
"Would you go ?"
S's first tooth cut.
When M told "wait a
minute" to Sand
went out of the room
to take his diaper, S
did not cry and was
waiting. S seemed to
understand the
situation.
* Refer to their sonagrams, Fig. 4.
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[ngawe]






F : "What is this ?",






S looked at Nand
uttered.
When S was playing
alone with a noisy
toy, S uttered.
When S was playing
alone with M nearby,
S uttered.
Looking at Fenter
S's room, S uttered.
Looking at M go out

















alone, S did not
respond in voice to
anybody.
S imitated M vibrat-




















S took his toy [pre a]
e1ephant and uttered,
showing it to M. S I
seemed to be talking
about it to M.
S was playing alone rake:]
with M nearby and
uttered.
[hohel]






Talking with M; M:






After awhile, M :









(~ach in. rising )IntonatIOn
Imitation of M's "I
love you". (each word
in falling intonation)
Talking with F;F:"Is
is a microphone ?"
F : "Is it a micro-
phone?"
F : "Christofer !"
S was playing with
a book. F: "Is that
your book?"
···etc..
When S was playing [hah~] or [~h~]
alone with M or F or [hmhm]
nearby, S uttered very (~n risin.g )
often. mtonatIOn
[;)nz;)z;)] Imitation of F's
[za za za !u !u !u].














M : "Make the lady
sing !" S wound up
the screw of his doll
to make it sing and
uttered.
M : "Cay you make it
sing again?" S
wound up again and
uttered. S seemed to




"Can you say light?"
Again.
Sei N"KAZIMA Plate I
Fig. 3. Sonagram<; of Voice of T.Y.. male Japanese.








., .,[ (0; I
38 [."'.,"'[ (0;3)
35 11. 1.[ (0;2)





























These voices. shown on 'Sonagram\. are nOI Ihe ,arne as tho~e d~cribed by the
phonetic symbols. only roughh' 'iunilar to thrnl. ('.g, l;l) means l;lJ-lih voicr
etc..
















































3.24 la) 3.25 3.26 Ibm)
Response Imal Response
to :\I's Res· 10 F: "It
calling pome i~ diny".






3.30 ..... 3.3.. Respomes to
Iwa'\wa-.:)*I
, ...........~ --"'", .-
3.30 1"'/ 3.31 I'" a-)
(0: 10) (0: 10)
-,T -I'
",.." ".
3.28 F's 3.29 F's
[mcmmemmemmc] [W3""
and response 10 /o;a"'I·1
;1 : Idel (0; 101














3.32 (bwbabababa] 0: 10
kc
8






















3.13 Ihahha] (0: II)
3,48 (bapaJ (I ;0)
o "
3.44 (JbJljaljaldz.el] {O: II 3.45 -3.46 (;;;:13.47












: ~_ - - I .. " .-








Second irnitalion of 3.52 (1: I)
\'
('
3.55 [dolJklclCa h kojcl





























F : "Which one
.'\ my ear?"
1:2'
*1 Iwa....wa"] or IwawwaJ m~an~ "00\\ \\0\\ ",
*2 [hahahahaJ is one kind of laughill't oUlld~.
*3 (ci:-;bw"J means '"newspaper"
·4 [Ici·\tchl means "~lrC'alcar"
Plate 6
Fig. -1. Sonagrams of \'oicc of C.C.. male American.



















4 J \., I '" "
.. ..
I '~a""'-~2!._









. . .--------....."- "-
.~ I














to M : "Don't you \\ant
that?" (0:6)












































4.19 '''''I0;8, 4.20 ,.,)Rc~ponse to
~f: "Ildlo."
(O,q)
Plate B Sci :".\~AZI~l.\
......
.t.22 (L':bc: g3we)
ResJX>n~e to ~J : ··Olt. Where?" (0;9)
4.21 [09.we]
Response to






































'-.. .. I I
o ~_,<>:'_
4.27 [bc:b) 4.28 4.29
(0: '0) [I) [:a:J
Res- Res-
ponse ponsc














4.33 (a:L"L"1 (I ;0) 44.34 (al) 4.35
(I ;(1) [.;1
Res-















4.37 j.ke;] (1,0) 4.38 (hohel]
Imitation or
M : "OK:' (I :01
4.39 [m:mj"l
Rcspomc to
M : "Where is a
























•• J lo\'c you.
(ljl)
444



























[Z<I "iii 'lil ju Jll Ill]


















Respome to ~I : ".\fake Ihe (toy) lady SlIlg",
(I :2)
















4,54 [eldejankc:J 4.55 ~\1: "Shoes."' -H~:I (1:2)
Respomc to M : "Can you
























1.58 M ': "What j<; thi~?" 4.59 1.60 [aI14.61 flail 4.62 la'J
[b')h~l Rc~· Response Rc~pomt'
Re~- pome to M : to M
ponsc to M "W!1,"ll i~ "You say
to M: "What this ?" tft'('?"
"\\'hal ~ l~ this?" (1:2) (1:2)
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After two weeks, M
turned on a light and






here?" M let S stand


















S pointed at the [aItS]
light, turned on by
M, and uttered.
When S was playing







pointed at her shoes
and asked : "What is
this ?"
"No, shoes". M
pointed at the light
and asked: "What is
this ?"
"Light, that's right."
